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Grafting Copper Atoms and Nanoparticles on Double-Walled 
Carbon Nanotubes: Application to Catalytic Synthesis of 
Propargylamine 
David Mesguich, * Lilian Moumaneix, Victor Henri, Morgan Legnani, Vincent Collière, Jérôme Esvan, 
Armelle Ouali,* and Pierre Fau* 
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ABSTRACT: The decoration of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) by metal nanoparticles 
(NPs) combines the advantages of a high specific surface material with catalytic 
properties of metal nanocrystals. Little work has been devoted to the decoration of 
CNTs with copper NPs, and no evidence of copper atomic decoration of CNTs has 
shown up until now. Herein, we demonstrate that the strong acidic oxidation of 
double walled CNTs (dwCNTs) is very efficient for the decoration of the carbon 
surface by copper NPs and atoms. This treatment severely degraded the CNT walls 
and generated a large amount of disordered sp3 carbon. This amorphous carbon film 
bears many chemically active functions like carboxyl and hydroxyl ones. ln such 
conditions, the CNT walls behave as very efficient ligands for the stabilization of
copper obtained by the thermolysis of the mesityl precursor in organic solution under 
mild dihydrogen pressure. In addition to copper NPs, we evidenced the presence of a 
regular coverage with copper atoms over the dwCNTs. This nanocomposite catalyzes 
the quantitative synthesis of propargylamines via one A3 type coupling reaction. Five consecutive catalytic cycles with 100% yield 
could be performed with no Joss of activity, and the combination of Cu supported on dwCNTs allows a facile recycling of the 
catalytic ma terial. 

■ INTRODUCTION
The preparation of nanocomposite materials relying on metal 
nanoparticles {NPs) grafted on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
nowadays generates an exciting research activity, up to the 
tremendous expectations it evokes in many technological 
fields. Many of these af plications target important research 
fields such as catalysis, photocatalysis,2 H2 production and 
storage, 3-

5 microelectronics, 6 gas sensors,7 or biotechnolo 
gies.8'

9 Recent improvements in new materials notably concern 
synthetic methods for combining CNTs and NPs, and they 
benefit from the increasing power of surface analysis tools 
(NP /CNT growth and their interactions, molecular bonding of 
ligands on surfaces, CNT functionalization, ... ). 10 There exists 
a large variety of methods to prepare hybrid NPS@)CNTs 
materials presenting a homogeneous dispersion of metal 
nanocrystals at the CNT surface. V arious physical techniques 
(evaporation, sputtering of a metal target, ... ) as well as 
chemical ones ( electroless or electrochemistry, metallic salts 
impregnation, ... ) have been used to aim at the decoration of 
CNTs with well controlled NPs in shape and si.z.e. Physical 
processes generally require costly setups ( systems running 
under secondary vacuum level), but in contrast, they offer the 
great advantage of not using organic surfactants for the 
stabilization of metallic NPs. However, the NPs' size and size 
distribution often remain difficult to master. In contrast, 

chemical routes permit easier access to the control of the 
deposited NPs. They often involve the use of organic ligands 
or polymers that play a key role for the nucleation, growth, or 
stabilization of the NPs. 11-13 Efficient catalytic reactions need 
a large number of active surface sites on metal NPs. However, 
organic ligands may hinder these sites and decrease the overall 
catalytic yield. Therefore, it is highly relevant to develop 
chemical methods to prepare organic ligand free NPs 
immobilized onto CNT substrates. ln that aim, the CNTs 
have to be surface functionalized to maximize the number of 
surface anchoring chemical functions for metal NPs, such as 
surface carboxyl groups.14 Most of the literature on the 
deposition of metal NPs on CNTs deals with noble metals 
(Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, ... ).15 Due to the reactivity of Cu with oxygen, 
the decoration of CNTs with Cu NPs remains a challent!§ 
process, and few results have been published up to now.1 -l 

ln the hydrogenolysis of metalorganic precursor implementa 
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tion, the synthetic conditions conduce to the formation of
metallic copper nanoparticles as shown in the previous work of
our team.19 For example, Silva et al. used Cu acetate in
dimethylformamide to decorate single wall CNTs (swCNTs)
functionalized by pyrrolidine groups anchored at their
surface.20 The homogeneous decoration with Cu NPs is not
obvious, and only a partial reduction of the metal salt has been
obtained. Lomeli Rosales et al. presented a single pot
methodology to graft Cu NPs on multiwalled CNTs
(mwCNTs) by H2 reduction of Cu mesityl precursors in the
presence of N heterocyclic carbene ligands.21 The mean size of
Cu NPs on the mwCNTs is 6 (±1.3) nm which is similar to
the measured distribution of Cu NPs in the pure colloidal
form, i.e., at the exclusion of the CNTs. This result confirms
the major role of the carbene ligands on the stabilization of the
Cu NPs in the presence or absence of CNTs. In another
implementation,22 acidified mwCNTs have been decorated
with Cu NPs (mean size 7.05 nm) obtained by the reduction
of CuCl or CuSO4 salts by NaBH4. Recently, N doped large
mwCNTs have been decorated with Cu NPs obtained by
impregnation with copper acetate in water.23 The Cu NPs,
which have sizes of 8−10 nm, remain metallic even after an air
exposure during 30 days. The composite material was
successfully used as a catalyst for one A3 type coupling
reaction where the mixture of aldehyde, a cyclic amine, and an
alkyne leads to the formation of propargylamine derivatives.
Four consecutive cycles could be successfully achieved, while a
decrease of the catalytic activity was observed during the fifth
cycle (80% instead of 95−99% of aldehyde conversion).
Moreover, the composite underwent a severe mechanical
degradation (cracking of the CNT support) evidenced by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In this paper, we present
a protocol to yield stable Cu@CNT nanocomposites that relies
first on the functionalization of double walled CNTs
(dwCNTs) by successive acidic treatments. The synthesis of
Cu NPs is obtained by the soft thermal (110 °C)
decomposition of two different metallorganic copper pre
cursors in anisole, mesityl copper, and N,N′ diisopropylaceta
midinate copper, in the presence of a moderate dihydrogen
pressure (3 bar). No additional molecular ligands are added in
the reaction medium as the functionalized CNT surface is
expected to play the role of ligands. In this study, nucleation
sites formed on acidified CNTs in conjugation with the CuMes
precursor allowed the growth of small size Cu NPs (ca. 9 nm)
regularly dispersed on the dwCNTs. Remarkably, beyond the
homogeneous decoration of CNTs with Cu NPs, we also
evidenced the continuous covering of dwCNTs by Cu under
the atomic form. This resulted from the presence of a high
density of metal coordination sites on the carbonaceous
substrates due to the preliminary strong acidic treatment. The
catalytic performance of the nanocomposite of this study has
been successfully assessed in one A3 type coupling reaction.
The atomic distribution of Cu may be of help for many
efficient catalytic reactions.24

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Reagents. The N,N′ diisopropylacetamidinate

copper(I) (CuAmd) precursor was synthesized in our laboratory
according to a procedure described by Li et al.25 Copper mesityl
(CuMes) was purchased from NanoMePS S.A. and used without
further purification. Piperidine (99%), phenylacetylene (98%), and
dry anisole (CH3OC6H5) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, and
the latter was purified on molecular sieves before use. Tetrahydrofur

an (THF) was dried using the MBRAUN purification system.
Benzaldehyde was purchased from Alfa Aesar and freshly distilled
before use. Hydrochloric acid (37%), nitric acid (65%), and sulfuric
acid (95% min) were purchased from VWR Chemicals. All
experiments for the preparation of Cu NPs were conducted under
pure Ar atmosphere using a glovebox (MBRAUN) and standard
Fischer−Porter techniques on vacuum ramps. H2 gas was provided by
Air Liquide Alphagaz 1 grade, purity 99.999%. Catalytic reactions
were performed under nitrogen atmosphere using the standard
Schlenk technique.

DwCNT Preparation and Functionalization. The dwCNTs
were synthesized by chemical catalytic vapor deposition (CCVD)
according to the work of Flahaut et al.26 The CNTs grew from a H2−
CH4 flow (18% mol. CH4, 15 L/h) on a Co:Mo MgO based catalyst
powder, with the elemental composition Mg0.99Co0.0075Mo0.0025, and
were placed in a furnace heated up to 1000 °C. This method allowed
good structural control and high selectivity since up to 80% of the
CNTs were dwCNTs. The obtained composite powder was sonicated
for 10 min in an aqueous hydrochloric acid solution before being left
overnight at room temperature in order to dissolve all the MgO and
all the unprotected Mo and Co nanoparticles. The resulting
suspension was washed with deionized water yielding eventually to
the pristine CNT suspension. It is noteworthy that despite the
sonication treatment, the CNTs often self assembled into bundles due
to van der Waals interactions and high specific surface area (980 m2/
g). Pristine CNTs presented two major impurities: Co:Mo carbon
encapsulated nanoparticles originating from the metal oxide catalytic
powder and residual diaphanous carbon (graphene like disorganized
carbon) from which nanotubes often emerged. At this stage, it was
still necessary to proceed to additional purification treatments for fully
removing Co:Mo nanoparticles and other carbon impurities. Pristine
dwCNTs were functionalized by a double acidic treatment: the first
HNO3 stage consisted of refluxing the CNTs (1 g/L) at constant
stirring (500 rpm) in a 3 M solution of HNO3 for 24 h. The second
stage of the double oxidation treatment took place immediately after
the first HNO3 treatment. The CNTs were heated under constant
stirring (500 rpm) in a 1:3 vol. solution of HNO3/H2SO4 at 70 °C
during 5 h in reflux conditions. A detailed investigation of the
functionalization of dwCNTs has been previously reported by our
team.27

Cu Deposition on dwCNTs. An aqueous suspension of dwCNTs
(1 g/L) was frozen in liquid nitrogen, freeze dried to avoid
agglomeration, and then transferred into a glovebox under N2. For
the decoration with Cu, 10 mg of CNTs was weighted and dispersed
in 10 mL of anhydrous anisole. The desired CNT dispersion was
obtained with an ultrasonic treatment (150 W, 20 kHz, 5 min).

The CuMes precursor (29 mg, 0.159 mmol) or the CuAmd
precursor (32 mg, 0.156 mmol) was introduced under a controlled
atmosphere in the Fischer−Porter bottle containing the dwCNTs.
The concentration of the metal precursors corresponded to 1 mg of
Cu per mL of anisole. The Fischer−Porter reactor was purged with
Ar, then placed under vacuum, and finally pressurized by 3 bar of H2.
The vessel was placed in an oil bath at the temperature of 110 °C
under a constant magnetic stirring. The reaction was left running 12 h
to yield Cu@dwCNTs. At the end of the reaction, the reactor was
cooled down to room temperature, and H2 was replaced by Ar. The
Cu@dwCNTs were rinsed with 20 mL of fresh anisole in glovebox
conditions and dried at room temperature. The copper amount
deposited on the dwCNTs directly depended on the introduced
precursor amount (i.e., 6.5 and 3.25 theoretical at % experimentally
gave rise to 5.7 and 3.3. at %, respectively).

Characterizations. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
images of sample were obtained with a JEOL 1400 transmission
electron microscope operating at 120 kV. High resolution TEM
images were obtained on a JEOL JEM ARM 200f operating at 200
kV. The system had a probe corrector and was equipped with a STEM
HAADF detector (scanning TEM high angle annular dark field) for
which the contrast of the image depended on the atomic number (Z
contrast). It was also equipped with an EDX (energy dispersion X
ray) analysis system. X ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis



was performed using a Thermoelectron K alpha device. The
photoelectron emission spectra were recorded using Al−Kα radiation
(hν = 1486.6 eV) from a monochromatized source. The spot size was
400 μm. The pass energy was fixed at 40 eV for a narrow scan and 150
eV for the survey. The spectrometer energy calibration was made
using the Au 4f7/2 (83.9 ± 0.2 eV) and Cu 2p3/2 (932.8 ± 0.2 eV)
photoelectron lines. XPS spectra were recorded in direct N(Ec). The
background signal was removed using the Shirley method. The
binding energy scale was established by referencing the C 1s value of
adventitious carbon (284.6 eV). The photoelectron peaks were
analyzed by Lorentzian/Gaussian (L/G = 30) peak fitting. Nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were recorded with Bruker 400
MHz equipment at room temperature in the indicated deuterated
solvents. 1H NMR spectra were evaluated in parts per million (ppm),
and coupling constants (J) were reported in Hertz (Hz). The signals
in the spectra were described as s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet),
and m (multiplet). Gas chromatography mass spectra (GC MS) were
recorded on a Shimadzu QP2010SE GC MS instrument.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DwCNT Functionalization. Pristine dwCNT samples
contain some bundles of CNTs, as well as some diaphanous
carbon, and are hydrophobic (Figure 1a). Acidic treatments
are commonly used for the cleaning and functionalization of
CNTs.27−29 The two major purposes are (i) a purification
stage with the removal of the diaphanous carbon and
elimination of the residual catalytic Co:Mo nanoparticles and
(ii) a functionalization stage with the generation of oxygen rich
functions (hydroxyl, carbonyl, and carboxyl) at the surface of
the CNTs. In the frame of this study, we have chosen two main
acidic treatments for the purification and functionalization of
the dwCNTs: the single HNO3 oxidation stage or the double
oxidation stage with a first HNO3 treatment followed by a
second oxidation with a mixture of HNO3 and H2SO4. These
treatments allow the covalent grafting of about 3.7 mmol of
surface oxygen groups per gram of CNTs on the outer CNT
walls.27 These functions are required to increase the chemical
interaction between the metalorganic copper precursors and
carbon, therefore leading to the formation of numerous
nucleation sites for copper at the substrate surface. After the
first HNO3 acidic stage (see the Experimental Section), up to
90% of the catalytic metal particles (measured by ICP AES)
and some of the amorphous carbon are removed. The yield of
the reaction is 80 wt %.27 One can notice the presence of
carboxylated carbonaceous fragments (CCFs) at the surface of
CNTs and between CNT bundles after this treatment (Figure
1b). These CCFs are amorphous carbon layers originating
from the oxidative attack of diaphanous carbon and CNT walls
by nitrous acid.30 Up to 96% of the initial metal traces and
even more carbon are eliminated after the second acidic
treatment with H2SO4. However, this stage is very aggressive

for the CNTs since the final reaction yield falls down to only
20% of the initial mass.27 This very low yield suggests that not
only the disorganized carbon but also the sp2 carbon network
of the CNT walls is strongly attacked by the sulfuric acid
mixture.
Indeed, functionalized CNTs exhibit higher structural

integrity than pristine CNTs with the Raman ID/IG ratio
decreasing from 0.20 to 0.08, respectively.27 It is noteworthy
that after the second acidic attack most of the dwCNTs are
self assembled into thick bundles (several tens of nm large),
and only very few single CNTs are evidenced (Figure 1c). In
addition, the surface of CNT bundles is rather rough and
surrounded by a matrix of disordered carbonaceous film
(CCFs) embedding the CNTs as a result of the strong acidic
attack of the dwCNTs and diaphanous carbon. These CCFs,
usually regarded as an unwanted impurity for CNTs, may be
removed by further washing with a solution of NaOH.27,31

However, for the purpose of this study, we have chosen to keep
the CCFs since these oxidized species may advantageously play
the role of anchoring sites for metalorganic copper precursors.

CuNPs@dwCNTs Characterizations. Figure 2 presents
the TEM analysis of the decorated Cu@CNTs according to

the different experimental conditions. The dwCNT decoration
strongly depends on the CNT functionalization and the
composition of copper precursors. In the case of CuAmd, only
large and shapeless copper agglomerates (from 100 nm to
several hundred of nm) erratically appear on the CNTs

Figure 1. TEM image of CNTs oxidized by acidic solutions: a) pristine CNTs (Arrows indicate the presence diaphanous carbon; circles indicate
the presence of a few Co:Mo nanoparticles.), b) single oxidation (Arrows indicate the presence of CCF zones between CNT bundles.), and c)
double oxidation (CNTs are arranged in bundles regularly covered by CCFs.).

Figure 2. TEM images of Cu@CNTs using a) CuAmd on single
oxidized CNTs, b) CuMes on single oxidized CNTs (Arrows indicate
the presence of CCFs and Cu NPs.), c) CuAmd on double oxidized
CNTs, and d) CuMes on double oxidized CNTs.



whatever the functionalization (Figures 2a and 2c). A slight
decrease of the agglomerates size (Cu NP mean size 94 ± 30
nm) and distribution over the CNTs is obtained for double
oxidized CNTs (Figure 2c). This inhomogeneous decoration
of the CNTs by the Cu correlates well with the macroscopic
aspect of the Fisher Porter vessel after the reaction, since a
shiny copper mirror also covers the glass walls (Figure S1a in
the SI).
This reflects the higher affinity of CuAmd for the SiOH

functions present on the glass vessel rather than for the
oxidized carbonaceous functions present on the CNTs in
suspension. Indeed, it has already been demonstrated that the
copper amidinate precursor is particularly well suited for the
formation of regular copper films on functionalized silicon
substrates.32 On the contrary, using CuMes, a better
decoration of CNTs by Cu NPs is observed whatever the
CNT functionalization. Importantly, there are no NPs found
apart from the dwCNTs on the TEM grid. Moreover, it is
worth noting that in the absence of any CNTs in anisole, Cu0

NPs grow as a colloidal solution, and a bright copper film
eventually covers the reactor walls.19 This strongly suggests
that an acid functionalization of dwCNTs provides good
ligands for the chelation of copper species and grafting of Cu
NPs. Single oxidization treatment allows the formation of Cu
NPs with rather narrow size distribution (mean size 29 ± 10
nm) (Figure 2b). However, the distribution of Cu NPs is not
homogeneous in the sample. The nucleation and growth of Cu
NPs appear preferentially on the diaphanous carbon areas
rather than directly on the walls of the dwCNTs. The
optimized decoration condition is achieved with double
oxidized CNTs, i.e., that bear a high amount of CCFs (Figure
2d). Small size Cu NPs with narrow size distribution (mean
size 9.2 ± 3.0 nm) regularly decorate the CNT bundles
(Figures 3a,b and S2 of the SI). This suggests that the CCFs
possess a high density of functionalized sites used for copper
chelation and growth. A high resolution TEM (HRTEM)
analysis of the sample shows that a disorganized carbon layer
(CCFs) regularly covers the dwCNTs (Figure 3c).

The growth of Cu NPs seems to occur preferentially on
amorphous carbon coatings rather than directly on clean CNT
walls (Figures 3d and S3 in the SI). This confirms that the
CCFs generated by the second oxidation step of CNTs contain
a high density of defects where CuMes can react and generate
nucleation sites for further Cu growth. Due to the synthesis
conditions under reducing atmosphere (dihydrogen pressure),
the as prepared Cu NPs are produced under their metallic Cu0

form.19 However, the deposition of the samples on the
microscopy grids under ambient air induces at least a partial
transformation of Cu nanocrystals into copper oxides. Cu NPs
appear to be polycrystalline (Figure 3d), and Fourier transform
(FT) analyses of the measured polycrystals more often reveal
cubic Cu2O arrangements and some residual Cu0 structures
(Figure S4 in the SI). In HAADF STEM conditions, it is
possible to obtain atomic resolution images with a chemical
contrast linked to the atomic number of the elements (Z
contrast image). This analysis mode revealed a very interesting
feature on the Cu@dwCNTs. They consist not only of well
defined Cu nanocrystals (Figure 4a) but also of a large amount

of copper atoms or small clusters that spread all along the
CNT bundle surface. We clearly evidenced this atomic copper
dispersion not only near the Cu NPs but also on every CNT
zone far from Cu NPs (Figures 4b and S5 in the SI).
STEM EDX analyses only reveal C, Cu, and O elements

from the sample and the Ni signal coming from the TEM grid
(Figure S6 in the SI). Elemental copper appears whenever the
analysis focuses on a Cu NP or on a zone without any directly
observable NPs (Figure S6b in the SI). This unambiguously
confirms the presence of elementary copper all along the
dwCNTs. The reactivity of surface metallic atoms has gone
unnoticed in recent decades, but Qiao et al. have remarkably
shed light on it with a new perspective with the concept of
single atom catalysis (SAC) and its achievements.33 As an
example, Johnston’s pioneering work highlighted the important
role of monometallic gold on carbon materials for the
industrial catalysis of vinyl chloride monomer.34 In the case

Figure 3. a) TEM image of double oxidized CNTs decorated by
CuNPs obtained from CuMes, b) histogram of size distribution of Cu
NPs, and HRTEM images of c) CuNPs on CNT bundles and d)
CuNPs located between two CNT bundles (The arrow indicates the
presence of CCFs on the CNTs.).

Figure 4. HRTEM STEM HAADF image of the CNT bundle
showing a CuNP (black circle) and the multiple grafting of Cu all
along the CNT bundle (Four Cu atoms/clusters are surrounded by
yellow circles to guide the eye; each white spot on the image
corresponds to a copper atom/cluster.).



of heterogeneous catalytic reactions, the atomic dispersion of a
metal on a surface is very appropriate since the reactivity of
metallic clusters essentially depends on the availability of
surface atoms. The atomic decoration of a substrate
necessitates a very strong metal−support interaction in order
to restrict the atoms’ surface mobility and their eventual
transformation into clusters or nanoparticles with time. Hence,
the presence of chelating functions on a surface is a
prerequisite to foster the adsorption of metal centers and
also to limit their mobility under harsh catalytic reaction
conditions. The double oxidation treatment of dwCNTs
generates a high density of efficient anchoring sites on the
CCFs covering the CNTs, which consequently promote the
stabilization of copper at the atomic level.
XPS analyses were performed on pristine and functionalized

CNTs in order to evidence the modification of the CNTs by
acidic solutions. Figure S7 in the SI shows the XPS survey
spectra with C 1s peaks and O 1s respectively located at
binding energies (B.E.) of 285 and 530 eV. Very small peaks
corresponding to residual Mo (B.E. = 230 eV) and Co (B.E. =
780 eV) from the starting catalyst material appear only in raw
dwCNT analysis. These peaks disappear for the two acid
treated CNTs (single and double oxidation) which confirms
their efficiency for the purification of the CNTs down to the
detection limit of the XPS system (100 ppm). Note that
eventual residual metal particles (Co or Mo) not eliminated by
H2SO4 treatment are encapsulated in carbon shells. They are
thus very unlikely to play a role in further catalytic reactions.
Figure 5 presents C 1s peak envelopes and their deconvolution.
The analysis of C 1s peaks from CNTs reveals seven different
contributions described by Chiang et al.35 The structural state
of carbon in the pristine dwCNTs shows a major peak
corresponding to the graphitic sp2 carbon (B.E. = 284.6 eV)

corresponding to the CNT walls and a much lower one at
285.4 eV attributed to a disorganized sp3 carbon. The C 1s
deconvolution also reveals four other contributions corre
sponding to carbon in an oxygen rich environment like
hydroxyl (C−O, B.E. = 286 eV), carbonyl (CO, B.E. =
287.6 eV), carboxyl (C−OO, B.E. = 288.8 eV), and adsorbed
carbonate (CO3, B.E. = 290.6 eV, possible overlap with the
binding energy range of the C 1s shakeup response) groups.
These oxygen rich environments correspond to possible
anchoring sites for copper precursors or metal atoms. The
very last and very small contribution to the C 1s peak envelope
is due to a small satellite peak of carbon due to π−π transition
in aromatic rings (B.E. = 291.6 eV).
Table 1 presents the atomic percentages of the main

elements and the carbon involved in chemical functions on the
dwCNTs. The C 1s sp2 peak is representative of the carbon
forming the regular hexagonal network of the CNTs. The
atomic proportion of C 1s sp2, relative to the total sp2 and sp3

amounts, decreases from around 96% in pristine material to
86% after a single oxidation stage and drops abruptly to 56%
for double oxidized CNTs. Simultaneously, the amount of
disordered carbon measured by the C 1s sp3 percentage is
multiplied by 12 between the pristine sample to the double
oxidized one. This result correlates the HRTEM observations
of this sample revealing an amorphous carbon layer embedding
the dwCNT bundles and especially after double oxidation. In
addition, this sp3 carbon increase is correlated with a high level
of oxygen groups in the sample. A net increase of the
oxygenated functional carbon is measured for acid treated
dwCNTs. Double oxidized CNTs exhibit up to 20.6 at. % of
oxygen environed carbon (sum of C−O, CO, COO, and
CO3), whereas it is only 15.1 at. % for single oxidized CNTs
and 7.7 at. % for pristine CNTs. Finally, the chelating functions

Figure 5. Deconvolution of XPS C 1s peaks of a) raw CNTs, b) single oxidized CNTs, and c) double oxidized CNTs.

Table 1. Atomic Contents (at. %) of Carbon Hybridization and Elements in dwCNTs Measured by XPS Fits of the C 1s
Spectra and Survey

C 1s
sp2

C 1s
sp3

C 1s
C O

C 1s
C O

C 1s
C OO

C 1s
CO3

C 1s
sat.

O 1s
oxides N 1s S 2p

Mo
3d

Co
2p3/2

Cu
2p3/2

pristine dwCNTs 79.7 3.1 3.0 0.3 2.8 1.6 4.5 5 0.1 0.2
single-oxidized dwCNTs 62.6 9.6 6.5 2.2 3.9 2.5 1.9 10.1 0.8
double-oxidized dwCNTs 33.5 26.2 7.7 3.6 7.9 1.6 2.5 17.0 0.1
Cu @ double-oxidized
dwCMs

35.2 29.4 5.4 1.9 4.0 0.7 0.6 17.1 1.3 4.4



for Cu atoms on dwCNT bundles are carried by defective sp3

carbon and especially by CO− and COO− species that
represent the major part of the functionalized carbon (15.6
at. %) in double oxidized CNTs. After Cu decoration, the XPS
analysis reveals the presence of 4.4 at. % of copper and up to
77.2 at. % of carbon (Table 1). This copper amount related to
the total carbon corresponds to a level of 5.7% that is very
close to the copper amount initially introduced in the reaction
(molar ratio Cu/C = 6.5 at. %). This shows that about 95% of
copper involved in the reaction is grafted on the dwCNTs.
There is no loss of copper, either by condensation on the
reactor walls or as free NPs formed in solution. The overall
amount of the oxygen rich carbon species has decreased after
Cu decoration (from 20.6 at. % before Cu deposition to 12 at.
% after deposition) which suggests their partial consumption
due to the reducing conditions under dihydrogen pressure.
Evaluation of the Catalytic Activity of the Nano-

composite in One Benchmark A3-Coupling. The coex
istence of Cu nanocrystals, small clusters, and copper single
atoms on the dwCNTs prompted us to evaluate the behavior
of this nanocomposite in one benchmark reaction for which
copper based catalysts are of choice: the A3 coupling. This
one pot three component reaction gives rise to propargyl
amines, key compounds in organic chemistry and versatile
precursors of nitrogen containing heterocycles, natural prod
ucts, and biologically active molecules.36−38 Compared to the
classical route to propargylamines consisting of the addition of
a metal acetylide to an imine, the A3 coupling is a
straightforward, atom economic, and more sustainable route.
It can be promoted by molecular catalysts based on several
transition metals including copper, gold, silver, nickel, zinc, or
palladium. However, the corresponding salts or complexes are
hardly separated from the expected product, and metal NPs
acting as recoverable heterogeneous catalysts constitute a
competitive alternative. Therefore, copper, gold, or silver NPs
have been efficiently applied in A3 couplings, and cheaper
copper NPs (Cu, Cu2O, CuO, or possibly hybrid in terms of

Cu oxidation degrees) are highly attractive.39 One main and
general drawback with metal NPs is that agglomeration and
coagulation generally observed lead to a significant decrease of
the catalytic performances. Supporting the metal NPs on metal
oxides, silica, zeolite, carbon, or polymeric matrices constitutes
one way to solve this problem, and this approach is attracting
growing interest.39−44 Along these lines, the Cu NPs dispersed
and stabilized on the dwCNTs appear as relevant hybrid
nanomaterials for catalyzing a model A3 coupling involving
benzaldehyde 1a, piperidine 1b, and phenylacetylene 1c
(Figure 6). An equimolar mixture of these three substrates is
allowed to react in the presence of the hybrid materials in
refluxing THF under stirring. After 16 h, the nanocomposite is
isolated from the reaction solution by centrifugation and
rinsing with THF twice. The supernatants are gathered, and
the THF is removed under vacuum to quantitatively yield the
expected propargylamine (Figure 6, Cycle 1) according to the
1H NMR spectrum of the crude product. Although the time
required to go to completion (16 h) is quite long, the
temperature conditions (65 °C) are among the mildest
reported, and many related systems involving Cu NPs
dispersed on supports often require a temperature of 90−
100 °C for complete conversion of reactants (see Table S1 in
the SI for recent reports). It is worthy to note that the double
oxidized dwCNTs (without Cu deposition) are unable to
promote the reaction which therefore precludes the role of
residual Co or Mo particles in the catalytic performance. Next,
the recycling abilities of the recovered Cu@dwCNTs have
been successfully evaluated since the catalytic material could be
used for five consecutive runs with no loss of activity (Figure 6,
reaction time = 16 h, time required to consume all reagents 1a,
1b, and 1c, determined for run 1).
Such recycling performances are on the average of those

obtained in related CuNPs dispersed on various supports
including N doped CNTs (see Table S1).23 Interestingly, even
for the fifth cycle, the catalytic reaction occurs quantitatively
and selectively from the equimolar mixture of reactants 1a, 1b,

Figure 6. A3 coupling involving benzaldehyde, piperidine, and phenylacetylene (1:1:1 ratio; 1.2 mmol scale): catalytic performances and recycling
abilities of the Cu NPs dispersed and stabilized on the dwCNTs. [a]Yields determined according to 1H NMR spectra. For run 5: the product has
been isolated by a simple filtration of the crude through a pad of Celite 545 (isolated yield of 99%, see the SI for the details on the procedure for the
catalytic reactions and recycling experiments).



and 1c, and no purification by column chromatography is
needed, propargylamine 2 being isolated pure by a simple
filtration through a pad of Celite 545 (see the SI for details,
Figures S8 and S9 in the SI). This constitutes a strong
advantage of the method. Investigations are next carried out on
the morphology and composition of the catalytic system after
catalysis.
Analyses of the Nanocomposite after Catalytic Tests.

The Cu@dwCNTs nanocomposites employed for five
consecutive catalytic reactions have been analyzed by
HRTEM (Figure 7). Surprisingly, the Cu nanocrystal
distribution on dwCNTs has evolved toward much smaller
particles size (mean size 2.4 ± 0.7 nm). The general aspect of
the dwCNTs has not changed; they are still assembled into
bundles (Figure S10 in the SI). The Cu nanocrystals
homogeneously cover the CNTs (Figure S11 in the SI). The
catalytic reaction conditions (65 °C in THF, in the presence of
aldehyde 1a, amine 1b, and alkyne 1c compounds) seem to be
harsh enough to favor the redissolution of the large Cu
nanoparticles into smaller ones. Generally, the thermodynamic
evolution of NPs with temperature and time leads to a
coarsening effect to minimize their surface energy. This
mechanism is due to the Ostwald ripening where small
particles can redissolve in solution and participate in the
growth of larger particles.45 Conversely, during the synthesis of
propargylamines, the largest copper NPs undergo a redis
solution mechanism to finally yield a lower NP mean size
grafted on the CNTs. The recently described reverse Ostwald
ripening46 (or reverse coarsening) process, where the growth
of smaller nanocrystals is favored at the expense of larger ones,
may drive the observed evolution. This effect is observed in the
particular case where the ligands attached to the surface atoms
of the metal cluster can produce a negative surface energy.
According to Bootharaju et al.,47 the classical Ostwald ripening
process is driven by the tendency of the cluster to decrease the
total surface energy toward a minimum. However, in the case
where the ligand surface binding energy is high enough, it
produces a negative surface energy driving to the lowering of
the cluster size. In our case where two competitive ligands are
involved (strong carboxyl ligands at the CNT surface and labile
amine ligands in solution), we assume that the observed mean
size reduction of copper particles after catalysis is due to the
reverse Ostwald ripening due to strong carboxyl ligands
present on acidified dwCNT. The small Cu NPs remaining on
dwCNTs may represent the nanocrystal size corresponding to

the balance where the binding energy from the carboxyl ligands
at the CNT surface becomes higher than the one of the amine
ligands in solution.
Remarkably, the persistence of a high surface density of

atomic copper on the bundles evidenced by HAADF STEM
on a sample after five successive catalytic cycles supports this
hypothesis (Figure 8).

The FT analyses of the sample after five catalytic samples are
difficult to interpret due to the smaller size of the diffracting
entities. However, we evidenced the presence of CuO and
Cu2O compounds (Figure S12a,b in the SI). XPS analysis also
confirmed the oxidation level of copper (Figure S13 in the SI).
The Cu 2p characteristics indicate a mixture of Cu2O (B.E. =
at 953 and 933 eV) and CuO or Cu(OH)2 compounds (B.E. =
shoulders at 954 and 934 eV). The relatively strong satellite
peaks located at B.E. = 963 and 941 eV are also in favor of the
presence of Cu2+ species on the sample. This analysis confirms
the good stability of copper decoration on dwCNT bundles
after five successive catalytic cycles. After catalysis, the XPS
atomic quantification reveals a notable decrease of the Cu
present in the sample with an overall of 2.3 at. %, which
corresponds to 2.9 at. % relative to the carbon amount (Table
2). This evolution correlates well with the HRTEM
observation of a decrease in the Cu NP mean size due to
redissolution effects. The mass transport mechanism inevitably
leads to the loss of part of the copper in the solution during the
catalytic cycles. However, the catalytic yield remains
quantitative even for the fifth cycle. It means that enough

Figure 7. a) HAADF STEM image showing the homogeneous Cu NP dispersion on the CNT bundles after five catalytic cycles and b) histogram of
NP size distribution.

Figure 8. HRTEM images evidencing Cu atoms still grafted on the
CNT bundles after five consecutive catalytic cycles: a) bright field and
b) HAADF STEM image.



Table 2. Atomic Contents (%) of Carbon Hybridization and Elements in dwCNTs after 5 Catalysis Cycles Measured by XPS 
Fits of the C ls Spectra and Survey 

C 1s sp2 

31.S 

C 1s sp3 

39.S

C 1s C 0 

4.6 

C 1s C 0 

21 

C 1s C 00 

1.1 

catalytic species remain available on dwCNTs to promote a 
complete catalytic run. The 100% yield achieved after live 
cycles suggests that 2.3 at. % Cu, under NPs and single atom 
form, is already enough to offer very efficient catalytic 
properties. The dwCNT external walls present a disorganized 
sp3 carbon layer bearing oxygen species formed during the 
double oxidation step, on which Cu atoms as well as Cu NPs 
are bonded. These atoms and NPs are mainly present as 
oxidized Cu species, and the latter possibly contributed to the 
catalytic synthesis of propargylamines. Such a phenomenon 
would be consistent with the well known ability of copper 
precursors with various oxidation degrees ( O, 1, or 2) to 
promote A3 coupling.36,3

9-4
4 

The importance of the size of the NPs as well as of the 
contribution of atomic Cu versus Cu NPs on the catalytic 
reaction yield are still to be elucidated. A further work will aim 
to shed some light on the nature of the real catalytic active 
species. Moreover, the fact that the quantitative activity is 
maintained with a significantly lower amount of copper on 
dwCNTs (Cu 2.3% at.) after catalysis indicates that it could be 
possible to decrease the initial copper content. The future 
studies on Cu@)dwCNTs nanocomposites will target their 
selective decoration with atomically dispersed Cu, in order to 
assess a purely atoms controlled type catalytic reaction. 

■ CONCLUSIONS

ln summary, tailoring dwCNT functionalization and Cu NP 
synthesis conditions, we have synthesized Cu@)CNTs nano 
composites that demonstrated high efficiency and durability for 
propargylamine catalysis. The functionalization of dwCNTs 
leads to the formation of a matrix of amorphous carbon 
(CCFs) ail around the dwCNTs and hence promoting their 
self assembly into bundles. This disorganized carbon lining 
exhibits a dense source of hydroxyl and carboxyl functions, 
allowing an outstanding chelating capability for copper atoms. 
Accordingly, the decomposition of mesityl copper under a 
moderate H2 pressure leads to the homogeneous decoration of 
CNT bundles with Cu NPs (9.2 ± 3.0 nm). Noteworthy, in 
addition to the regular NP distribution, we evidenced the 
regular spreading of copper atoms on the packed CNT surface. 
When the copper precursor starts to decompose, the 
scavenging functions on the amorphous carbon layer are 
occupied by copper atoms, and the atomic adsorption 
continues up to the point where Cu NPs regularly grow over 
the dwCNT bundles. This nanocomposite material has been 
successfully employed in the A3 type coupling catalytic 
reaction for the synthesis of a propargylamine derivative. Up 
to 5 catalytic cycles have been successively run with 
quantitative yield, and the catalyst is easily recovered by 
centrifugation after each run. We also demonstrated the 
remarkable reorganization of copper NPs at the surface of 
dwCNTs after catalytic cycles where the Cu NP mean size 
decreases to 2.4 ± 0.7 nm. A possible reverse Ostwald process 
may drive this structural evolution where the largest Cu NPs 
are redissolved during the catalytic reaction, while both smaller 
NPs and atomic Cu decoration remain. This effect underlines 

C 1s sat. 0 1s oxides 

15.6 

N 1s 

2.3 

the very efficient chemical interaction between Cu and 
carboxyl functions present on the carbonaceous support. 
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